
Sasha,


Firstly, I really appreciate you making the second mockup so quickly so that I could 
review on time! That was so fast and the result looks awesome considering you only 
had about one day!! I know this is just the bare bone and you still have some polishing 
to do, so I will offer my thoughts here:


1. I love the overall tone you created using the color palette palette. I think it creates a 
very sci-fi look. Since the images are mostly cool tone and have those blue glowing 
lights, I think you can included them in the rest of the page, such as blue lines that 
divide each section and perhaps buttons that glow in this color.


2.  I think the font choice would be pretty important here to achieve futuristic look. 
Maybe try something like “Big Shoulders Stencil Display”, Rajdhani, or Goldman on 
Google Fonts. Cinzel would look great too but I picture sans serif looking better in 
my head. Feel free to use it though if it turns out better.


3. I like how you have a short phrase “The future of…” to provide an overview of the 
site. You can have a menu bar on top of that that is in fixed position and includes 
buttons that lead users to the other sections.


4. Overall, you can use more images. Maybe condensing the words in some sections 
would make it look more visually interesting. Aim to have 3 paragraphs at most for 
each section.


5. Since the other sections are on different pages, you could imitate their styles as the 
first page, in which there is a large title on the top with an image of vr in the 
background. So for example, instead of having “Virtual Reality” on all pages as the 
title banner, you can write Technology across the title on the technology page and 
use an image of VR hardware.


I look forward to seeing the next version! Great work!


Tina


